THE ROAD TO WEMBLEY
Preston is a leader in providing innovative specialised construction equipment to the Australian and International construction sector for over 47 years. superAccess is a multi-purpose engineered innovative Australian patented world wide access system designed and manufactured to significantly increase safety and productivity while reducing cost on site and to end users.

Through Preston’s astute and progressive approach to business, Preston has, since 1994, continually expanded its distribution network outside of Australia while it focuses on its core business of carefully designing and engineering access systems and other products to suit today’s project and builder demands and Public Access requirements. Preston’s focal point is not only meeting the standard in compliance laws and regulations but setting the standard by exceeding safety requirements on each product through careful design and engineering.

**Preston – Beaver**

In November 2016, Preston engaged Beaver as its Distributor for the United Kingdom and Ireland and this booklet showcases Preston products in use throughout the UK and Ireland market.

**Distributors wanted worldwide**

Preston is looking for Distributors worldwide. If you are interested in becoming a Distributor, Manufacturer, Agent or Partner in your country, region or globally please contact Preston.

196 Silverwater Road, Silverwater NSW 2128, Australia  
www.prestonaustralia.com     +61 2 9748 4677     info@prestonaustralia.com
superAccess is a multi-function innovative access product designed and manufactured using galvanised rigid boxes to erect engineered structures for safe access.

superAccess is an intelligent, versatile and multi-purpose product which has brought superior safety, increased productivity and cost savings to the many clients that have chosen it over other out-of-date and overcomplicated access systems.

The biggest continued benefits our clients see on their sites are reduced labour ON-SITE and cost, and a significant increase in levels of safety. The main reason superAccess boasts these impressive benefits and greatly reduces risk on site is that all products are pre-assembled OFF-SITE and can be positioned into place and ready to use ON-SITE in just hours, not weeks.

Take a look at our product range and see how we can be of benefit to you by reducing your ON-SITE risk and greatly improving safety ON-SITE.

SUPERACCESS
PublicAccess | Worker Access | Scaffolding | Bridges | Ramps
Hoardings | Overhead Protection | Formwork | Loading
Platforms | Scaffold Support | many other uses
PRE-ASSEMBLY OFF-SITE

Preston world wide and BeaverTW in UK provides quality construction equipment hire and services that clients can count on. We put quality, safety, productivity and cost savings before anything else.

We aim to provide the highest quality products with the highest safety standards and services to our clients, supported by innovative use of the best in current technology, cost-efficient practices and safety initiatives.

Our pledge is to establish lasting relationships with our clients by exceeding their expectations and gaining their trust through exceptional performance.

READY TO USE ON-SITE IN MINUTES
NO SCAFFOLDERS REQUIRED
INNOVATIVE ENGINEERED RESEARCH
PRE ASSEMBLY IN YARD
INSTALLED IN MINUTES NOT HOURS
WELDED LIFTING LUGS READY TO LIFT SAFELY
When you deal with PRESTON and BeaverTW you are dealing with a company that treats your business as an extension of its own. Our aim is always to exceed clients’ expectations and standards.
COMPLETE SAFETY
ELIMINATING THE RISK
SUPERACCESS MODULAR BOX CONSTRUCTION

PRESTON TOWERS

The Preston Tower is your answer for quick and safe access for supporting or shoring heavy loads and is ideal for infrastructure, building sites, excavation holes, elevated road, lift shafts or any other use.

The Preston Tower is a self-supporting tower which can be configured to any size, shape or height. From systems with no stairs to zig zag stair towers and heavy duty support towers, this is a builder’s dream come true.

The Preston Tower is constructed with superAccess boxes built one on top of another to any configuration to help you solve your heavy-duty support or access problems. A superAccess modular box construction is unique and is an innovative approach to reducing labour ON-SITE, decreasing the number of accidents and increasing productivity.

SUPERACCESS is like MECCANO and LEGO put together
ROAD TO WEMBLEY
READY TO LIFT FROM TRUCK TO POSITION
MEETING THE STANDARDS IS GOOD
SETTING THE STANDARDS IS BETTER
READY TO LIFT FROM TRUCK TO POSITION
PRE-ASSEMBLED OFF-SITE
ADJUSTABLE LEVELLING JACKS LIFTED WITH SUPERACCESS BOX

NO STORAGE ON SITE
BASE OF STAIRS LIFTED WITH ADJUSTABLE LEVELLING JACKS
ALL BOXES HAVE WELDED LIFTING LUGS
ADJUSTABLE LEVELLING JACKS

CAPTIVE NUT
STAIR BASE IN POSITION IN MINUTES
FULLY WELDED BOX
HOT DIPPED GALVANISED
SUPERACCESS BOX #2 INSTALLED IN MINUTES
SELF ALIGNING LUGS FOR QUICK INSTALLATION
PRESTON SUPERACCESS
ROAD TO WEMBLEY
18mm HOLE EVERY 80mm
DESIGNED STRONG AND ROBUST
PRESTON ROAD TO WEMBLEY
Our Preston Bridge is designed to provide a quick temporary bridge solution for your project and need for the public and/or worker access on site. This revolutionary innovation offers solutions to many issues and problems which often occur with other bridge methods ON-SITE.

The Preston Bridge system can dramatically increase productivity, ease of access and safety levels for the public and for ON-SITE staff, saving builders time and money. The Preston Bridge can be custom made to suit your requirements on site, whether this be for public access, motor vehicle use, machinery movement and/or site worker access. It can be weather proof and provides 10Kpa roof protection.

Your imagination is the only limit to the multiple use of superAccess and PRESTON DEKX
NIGHT OR DAY WORK WITH SUPERIOR SAFETY
WORKING AT NIGHT DUE TO TRAFFIC
BRIDGE LIFTED IN ONE SECTION
READY TO USE
FROM TRUCK TO FINAL POSITION

PRE-ASSEMBLED OFF-SITE

FROM TRUCK TO FINAL POSITION
WORKING WITH ZERO HARM
UP SHE GOES IN MINUTES
DOWN SHE GOES
IN POSITION IN MINUTES
SAFE ACCESS IN ONE NIGHT
superAccess

superAccess is a multi-function innovative access product designed and manufactured using galvanised rigid boxes to erect engineered structures for safe access.

PUBLIC ACCESS | WORKERS ACCESS
BRIDGE | RAMP | STAIRS | SCAFFOLDING
FORMWORK | OVERHEAD PROTECTION
AND MANY MORE USES.
READY FOR MORNING TRAFFIC
BEAUTIFUL ONE DAY | GREAT THE NEXT DAY
CONGRATULATIONS BEAVER TEAM!
Preston Bridge | Preston Tower | Preston Walkway | Preston Ramp | Preston Hoarding
Preston Stairs | Preston Scaffold Structure | Preston Overhead Protection | Preston Fitness / Training Ninja Framework
Preston Screen | Preston Fence | Preston Props | Preston Shoring Tower | Preston DEKX | Preston Platform
Preston Beam | Preston Rubbish Chute | Preston Cage | Preston SuperBarrier | Preston SuperDeck

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR PRODUCT INFORMATION

196 Silverwater Road, Silverwater NSW 2128, Australia
www.prestonaustralia.com +61 2 9748 4677 info@prestonaustralia.com